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THE BUSINESS OF FICTION

SELLING YOUR BOOK 

& YOUR BRAND
Trends in Marketing and Promoting Fiction

Jennifer D. Foster

To say that the book-publishing landscape has changed dramatically over the last decade 

is an understatement. 8 e staggering popularity of the e-book, the decline of the bricks-

and-mortar bookstore, the merging of major publishers, the waning book-review sections 

in newspapers and magazines, and the relentless reign of social media have all contrib-

uted, in ways large and small, to this monumental shi> . 8 e methods for e? ectively pro-

moting and marketing @ ction have followed in suit. Publishers’ marketing and publicity 

budgets and sta?  have been slashed, and then slashed again. Authors are now working in 

tandem with publishing houses to get the word out about their books, and increasingly 

they are expected to take marketing and promotional matters into their own hands. 

So what are the most successful ways to drive readership and book sales today? Are 

staple social media sites like Facebook and Twitter e? ective? What about Goodreads, the 

world’s largest website for readers and book recommendations? In addition to navigating 

the bu? et of social media platforms, authors have questions about the strategies behind do-

it-yourself marketing and promotion. How do you e? ectively engage an audience? What are 

the best methods to build an authentic reader community as a @ rst-time or seasoned au-

thor? And what’s the role of today’s publisher in marketing and promoting books? 

From blogs and online advertising to author pages and digital giveaways, discover 

the whys, hows, wheres, and whats from many in the frontlines of today’s M uid book pub-

lishing industry, giving you the inside track on successfully marketing and promoting 

your novel.
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BOOK PUBLISHING: A FEW STATS 

Before looking at current trends in marketing and promoting @ ction, it’s helpful to un-

derstand today’s book-publishing world, which is alive and well, albeit in a state of per-

petual evolution. 8 e introduction of the e-book and print-on-demand (POD) brought 

about a seismic shi>  in publishing formats, including the explosive rise of self-publishing.

 And while the popularity of online shopping has fostered the growth of online book-

stores (like Amazon) over physical chain bookstores, it seems like some tables (or is that 

pages?) are now turning—again. Association of American Publishers’ stats reveal e-book 

sales were down 21.8 percent for the @ rst quarter of 2016 versus the same time period in 

2015. And according to a January 2017 article in Publishers Weekly, “Unit sales of print 

books were up 3.3 percent in 2016 over 2015. Total print unit sales hit 674 million, mark-

ing the third-straight year of growth.” Business Insider revealed another surprise in the 

@ rst month of 2017: “8 e number of independent [book]stores has increased 30 percent 

since 2009, a> er seeing one thousand stores shut down between 2000 and 2007. 8 ere are 

now 2,311 independent bookstores in total, as of 2016.” 8 is is undeniable evidence that 

indie bookstores have been enjoying a kind of renaissance, taking advantage of the chasm 

le>  by the dwindling number of national chain bookstores. 

PUBLISHING IN A DIGITAL WORLD

But what do all these stats mean when it comes to present trends in marketing and pro-

moting @ ction? “Gone are the days of an author handing o?  their cherished manuscript 

to an editor of a large publishing house, who takes their work and magically transforms it 

into a best-selling book with a gorgeous cover and worldwide media coverage—all while 

the author languishes in the background, their job done—except to go on a book tour if 

the publisher can a? ord it,” says Nina Munteanu, ecologist, writing instructor at the Uni-

versity of Toronto, and author of Water Is… B e Meaning of Water, Natural Selection, and 

B e Fiction Writer: Get Published, Write Now! Today, social media reigns supreme, and 

many authors are taking on some or much of the marketing and promoting role, once the 

sole job of the publisher.

Alison Morgan, former publisher of Tundra Books and lecturer in the book-publish-

ing program at Ryerson University in Toronto, Ontario, says, “If you think of social me-

dia as a medium that encourages self-expression, there is a lot more ‘storytelling’ going 

on.” She also notes social media has provided a forum for myriad people to talk about 

books. And because its impact is measurable, social media provides vast opportunities for 

marketing and promotion. Nick Courage, author of B e Loudness and a publishing con-

sultant who splits his time between New York and Pittsburgh, says this evolution has cre-

ated a digital space that “o? ers publishers incredible agency and agility in terms of reach-
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ing potential readers.” A budget “that previously went to print advertisements or travel for 

touring authors is now more likely to be used in targeted online promotions.”

For Greg Ioannou, owner and founder of Iguana Books in Toronto, Ontario, free-

lance editor, and co-founder of PubLaunch.com, this rede@ nition has brought about “the 

sidelining of the gatekeepers.” With the rise of POD and e-books, self-publishing writers 

“no longer have to beg agents or publishers to let them through the gates.” What’s more, 

the accessibility of self-publishing means “there are far more books out there than ever 

before, but the number of readers hasn’t grown.” Translation? 8 e market is heavily satu-

rated, so “e? ective marketing has become increasingly important for self-publishers, be-

cause it’s virtually impossible to sell books without it.” But that holds true regardless of 

the publishing route your work takes. And because publishers now have smaller market-

ing budgets and fewer sta? , the margin for error has greatly diminished. 

The Key Question: Will It Sell? 
Lynn Wiese Sneyd, owner of LWS Literary Services in Tucson, Arizona, says that “if your 

book is published by a traditional publisher, expect the publicist to be involved for about 

three to @ ve months.” However, she cautions, “Do not expect them to handle all, or even a 

majority, of marketing activities. 8 at responsibility rests squarely on the author’s shoul-

ders.” Even the Association of Canadian Publishers clearly states on its “Resources” Web 

page that “many publishers have a publicity department that will handle this while the 

book is on the front list. However, once the next season is published, or you have pub-

lished the book on your own, the job of getting publicity exposure for the book falls to the 

authors themselves.” Publishing houses have become “primarily focused on the question 

‘Will it sell?’ to decide whether or not to publish books,” says Ioannou.  

According to Marie Lamb, Toronto, Ontario-based freelance editor, Journey Prize-

nominated short story writer, and author of B e History of Hilary Hambrushina, “8 e role 

of publishers today seems to be primarily to teach authors how to market their books.” In 

fact, Big Five publishers like Penguin Random House, Simon & Schuster, and HarperCol-

lins now “have sites that o? er authors access to sales information, but also information 

about how to promote their own books: [how to] set up a Facebook [author] page, how to 

tweet, what kinds of social media are most e? ective, how o> en to post, and what kinds of 

material are most likely to engage readers,” explains Morgan. 

A Built-In Audience
Trevor Cole, award-winning Canadian author of B e Whisky King and Hope Makes Love, 

adds that publishers are now quite careful about where they spend their marketing dol-

lars. “I think it’s commonly understood that marketing departments have more say now 

in acquisition decisions—they want to know how to position a book before they buy it, 
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and they want to see solid sales potential in the books they acquire.” Geo? rey E. Tay-

lor, director of the International Festival of Authors in Toronto, Ontario, reveals, “8 e 

amount of time and e? ort publishers can place on promoting books is tied to the market-

ability and sales potential of the book. For an author who spent ten years writing a novel, 

this isn’t necessarily good news, because a publisher isn’t spending ten years promoting 

their book.” What’s more, says Ioannou, “p ublishers are increasingly looking for writ-

ers with an established platform—a ‘built-in’ audience—and are increasingly unwilling 

to take a chance on @ rst-time or unknown authors.” Angela Misri, digital journalist, au-

thor of the Portia Adams mystery series, journalism instructor at Ryerson University and 

University of Toronto, and co-founder of 8 ePlotGoesViral.com, agrees: “If a publisher 

knows you are going to make an e? ort in pushing your book out over social media and 

in creating additional content for websites and campaigns, then you are a more attractive 

partner in the book industry.” 

Victoria, British Columbia, author Dawn Green, who’s penned In the Swish and How 

Samantha Smart Became a Revolutionary, acquiesces: “Publishers are always working 

on the next thing because that’s their business. … A writer needs to take the promotion 

of their novel into their own hands.” Her theory? “No one believes in a story more than 

the author, so they have to be willing to champion it … market it … create a buzz.” And 

while she stresses that path varies among authors, “at the very least it means talking about 

your novel, attending conferences, entering contests, and using available online plat-

forms to share your work.” Joyce Grant, Toronto, Ontario-based author of the Gabby se-

ries and Tagged Out, and co-founder of 8 ePlotGoesViral.com, shares Misri and Green’s 

view, adding that “authors are o> en encouraged to mention—even in a query letter—if 

they have an excellent social media presence. Publishers appreciate … how valuable it is … 

that’s a hot audience for [the author’s] next book, because they’re already part of the au-

thor’s reading community.” Grant adds, “You already possess a key skill necessary to take 

advantage of social media—the ability to write well and compellingly. All the rest—how 

to use various apps and social media—you can learn.”       

Reaching Readers
People spend a staggering amount of time online in our social media-soaked culture, be 

it via Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, blogging, texting, or watching YouTube. And that’s 

where many readers are! Munteanu believes that “one of the most positive things in this 

emerging model [of less promotional input from publishers] is the potential empower-

ment and growing independence of the writer, forced to better understand the indus-

try and their place in it.” Munteanu explains it this way: “Authors are now expected, by 

small and large publishers alike, to own and take command of their brand and know how 

to market themselves, showing competence in social media and video, a willingness to 
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spend money and time advertising out of their own pocket, and the savvy to @ nd and en-

gage with readers.” Courage sees this “author-level promotional agency” as “wildly em-

powering,” with authors having “access to many of the same marketing tools as their pub-

lishers … to run an awareness campaign.”

Munteanu also says this shi>  is “less about writing and more about communicating.” 

Green concurs: “Like most authors, I work best when I’m just le>  to write and work with 

my story. 8 e marketing and social media world can be daunting, and at times I feel like 

it is taking time away from my actual writing process … [but] I am beginning to under-

stand how important the marketing side of the writing world is, and I now believe it is as 

important as creating the story itself.” 

However, cautions Ioannou, “8 e thing to think about before getting into [any] mar-

keting tactics is to know who your audience is, where they spend time, what they’re in-

terested in, etc. Basically, it’s not about what you use, but how you use it.” Figure out what 

they want to hear, and then give it to them, he says, stressing that his best tip for engaging 

new audiences and selling books is to “focus less on the selling and more on building a re-

lationship with your audience.” 

TAKING COMMAND OF YOUR BRAND

Ready to market and promote your @ ction on your own terms? Here are the nuts and 

bolts.

The Author Platform 
Platform building is a key long-term strategy for success. For those starting from scratch, 

Courage says the @ rst step toward successful cyber marketing and promotion is “to stop 

and think about the kinds of author promotions that have really worked or resonated 

with you.” He suggests @ nding an author who writes in the same genre and “who is suc-

ceeding in the online space. Chances are, you can use that author as a model for some of 

your own promotional activities.” And always keep in mind that your “target market is a 

M uid and ever-changing stream of old and new customers,” says Kim StaM und, publisher 

and sales coach for authors, Polished Publishing Group (PPG) in Calgary, Alberta. 

Next, Ioannou says joining relevant Facebook groups and becoming a “major mem-

ber by contributing to the discussion in helpful ways” is crucial. “Once you’ve built those 

relationships, you can start producing your own content (like a blog or podcast) that 

would appeal directly to those audiences,” inviting them to follow you through Facebook 

channels. From there, he says, “you’re ready to sell your book to an audience who is genu-

inely interested in what you want to say.” 

K.M. Weiland, Nebraska-based curator of the award-winning website HelpingWrit-

ersBecomeAuthors.com and author of Outlining Your Novel and Storming: A Dieselpunk 
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Adventure, adds to Ioannou’s directive, stressing that it’s genuineness that will initially 

attract tras  c to your platform. “Selling doesn’t sell. True marketing these days is about 

relationships. When you approach your readers as real people, they will in turn see you 

as a real person and relate to the products you’re trying to sell not so much as commodi-

ties, but as important moments in the life of someone they actually have a stake in caring 

about.” Like Ioannou and Weiland, Misri also believes in becoming a valuable member 

of the reader community organically and honestly: “I’m suspicious of people who want 

my attention on social media but add nothing to the discussion. If your only agenda is to 

get me to give you something or buy something, then I’m not following you.” Misri, who 

writes “Sherlockian pastiche,” advises authors to “create content people will want to share 

rather than content you need to beg people to share over and over again.”

In her book Successful Selling Tips for Introverted Authors, StaM und calls the Inter-

net “the great equalizer.” He explains that Web pages are the “new storefronts” where 

you must drive tras  c on a consistent basis, catching the attention of your customers “in 

whichever way speaks to them most clearly.” And that’s why Misri believes “that a central 

online location like a website or a blog for your book is the most important thing you can 

do. … 8 at one website is the place everyone can @ nd you and that publishers can use to 

direct the audience to. It’s the spot where you will interact with your readers, both poten-

tial and actual, and it’s where you have the most control of your message and your brand.” 

Wiese Sneyd adds that “content marketing, where an author regularly posts a blog 

and links it to social media, is what continues to drive readers to your website.” 8 at’s 

where an author can collect and build an e-mail list, which is how he reaches readers, 

letting them know about events and new books. According to Barbara Kyle, Guelph, On-

tario-based novelist, writing mentor, and author of Page-Turner: Your Path to Writing a 

Novel that Publishers Want and Readers Buy, that e-mail list is the “number one method 

for driving book sales. 8 e list is golden.” Why? “8 ere is no more e? ective way to mo-

tivate your readership than personal interaction with them, made possible by the list.” 

Kyle is amazed when authors sell their books at live events but make no e? ort to gather 

e-mail addresses for following up. “A> er the one-o?  event, the author has no way of di-

rectly contacting these @ ne people who have already shown they are fans. Talk about a 

wasted opportunity!” 

E-mail Lists and Curated Content
To collect an e-mail address, explains Wiese Sneyd, “an author usually needs to o? er 

something—a chapter from a new book, a free e-book—something of interest to the read-

er.” Morgan says she’s “a sucker for an excerpt,” o> en purchasing books based on sample 

text found online. And Elizabeth Sims, American prizewinning novelist, writing author-

ity, and author of You’ve Got a Book in You: A Stress-Free Guide to Writing the Book of Your 
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Dreams, notes she always gets a sales spike with the “newschats” she sends out up to four 

times a year via her list when she’s about to release a new book, as well as when she shares 

news via Facebook. Weiland agrees with Kyle and Wiese Sneyd’s sentiments: “Start build-

ing an e-mail list as soon as you can, since this will be your only assured direct route 

to dedicated readers.” She says to give readers “content they care about to keep their at-

tention: drawings, freebies, special deals, glimpses into your life.” For those doing book 

launches, Weiland says to “cra>  them with care, since Amazon’s sales algorithms will 

treat you right if you can prove early on that you can generate sales.”

Blogging and Social Media Marketing
Blogs and popular social media sites also have great potential for generating genuine en-

gagement and marketing opportunities. “For the more introverted authors who are un-

comfortable with public speaking and bookstore signings or launches, blogging and so-

cial media marketing are an absolute godsend,” says StaM und. “[Blogging] utilizes the 

power of keywords to draw people in from anywhere in the world with Internet access,” 

she says. And “there’s the bene@ t of free social media websites to super-charge those blog-

ging campaigns.” But perhaps the biggest bene@ t to blogging and social media marketing 

is that they are “unobtrusive forms of advertising.” StaM und notes, “Blogging appeals to 

the audience that is already in the market for your products and services.” If a reader “is 

typing those keywords into a search engine to try to @ nd you, it’s because he or she is al-

ready interested in what you have to o? er. All you have to do is be there in the top organ-

ic search engine results, and voilà: You’ve got your prospective customer’s attention and 

hopefully some new business to go with it.” Sims’s blog Zestful Writing, for example, fo-

cuses on the writing cra>  and the writer’s life, topics that “seem to do well at keeping me 

connected with readers and aspiring writers.”

Blogging has now gone a step further with author blog tours as the trend du jour. 

“[8 ey’re] just like a real-life tour, except instead of visiting libraries and book clubs in 

person, the author stops in on various blogs by writing posts,” says Grant. She suggests 

@ nding blogs that you like and that are relevant to your book. Be sure to o? er the blog-

ger something, such as a book giveaway for their readers. And, Grant says, keep the post 

brief, engaging, and relevant to the intended audience. However, do not tell people to buy 

your book in the post. “8 at’s an ad, not a blog tour post. Just having an article and cred-

its or links on the blog will take people back to your book and author website,” she ex-

plains. Grant also advises including a photo of yourself and your book, as well as a short 

bio. Her best advice for author blog tours? “Social media the heck out of your post. 8 at 

will help you and the blogger. A> erward, continue supporting the blog via social [me-

dia]—don’t be a fair-weather friend. Generosity always goes a long way, especially in the 

writing community.”
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Misri says the social media channels authors use depend on the kind of books they 

write. For example, for young adult authors, she thinks Snapchat and Instagram are im-

portant, whereas for adult non@ ction writers, she thinks Facebook and Quora are best. It 

also depends on the content being o? ered. Munteanu sees Twitter and Facebook as “great 

places to announce a project and build anticipation,” and “dramatized videos or trailers 

further tantalize with sneak peeks.” Morgan praises Twitter “for its brevity and the po-

tential it has to lead you to all sorts of information,” whereas Sims loathes Twitter: “I see 

it as a silent scream of hype, and it just makes me nervous on some reptilian level, but I 

dutifully announce new work and sometimes new blog entries on it. And I respond when 

someone mentions me.” Grant says tweets on a Twitter author page “should drive traf-

@ c to your blog, which should ultimately drive sales. 8 at’s a synergistic plan.” She also 

stresses the value of well-executed author pages in online bookstores like Amazon and 

on Goodreads, as does Misri, who believes that author pages “are things you initiate once 

and basically add to every time you have a new book, so it’s a low-maintenance necessity.” 

Despite this, Grant says many authors don’t set up their author page on venues such 

as Goodreads. “As a reader, I’ll click on their name, hoping to get more information, and I 

@ nd a page with just their name and the book title, sometimes not even a headshot. 8 at’s 

a lost opportunity.” Green is just one of many authors taking advantage of both synergy 

and opportunity with her latest book How Samantha Smart Became a Revolutionary. She’s 

hired a graphic designer and has come up with a game plan to create an online persona 

for the main character that includes a character Instagram account that follows the story-

line and an interactive Web page. “As social media plays a large role within the story, this 

works really well as a tandem project—using the online world in conjunction with the 

hard-paper written word, allowing the reader to take their experience beyond the page.” 

Green refers to the whole project as “a multimedia dynamic approach to creating a story.” 

And when it comes to social media interaction versus sales, Grant says to follow the 

80/20 rule: “80 percent interacting with your readers about the subject you all share an 

interest in, and at the most 20 percent on actually ‘selling’ your book.” Clari@ es Grant, 

“Very few of your tweets and posts should be, ‘Buy my book.’ Use your engagement on so-

cial media to become a pillar of that particular reading community. People will get to 

know and be interested in you, and they’ll buy your book a> er that.” Like Misri, Grant 

says, “No one wants to follow a Twitter account that just pushes a product all the time. 

8 at would be like signing up for a string of ads. Be interesting, and people will be inter-

ested in being with you—just like in real life.”

Digital Giveaways, Online Advertising, Online Book Reviews, and 
Paid Publicity
Ioannou notes that digital giveaways through services like BookBub and Riw  e are gain-

ing popularity. 8 ese online services allow writers to o? er temporarily discounted or free 
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books to a list of readers. “8 is can be a great way to get your book into readers’ hands 

and make those impulse purchases happen, especially as a way to hook people into the 

@ rst part of a series, [ultimately driving] the book up the bestsellers list on Amazon and 

elsewhere,” he contends.

Another marketing trend is online advertising. Kyle says that a> er the e-mail list, 

“the number two method to drive sales is with online ads on Facebook that get streamed 

into people’s Facebook news feeds. … Facebook’s highly sophisticated algorithms allow 

you to target incredibly precise audiences, for example readers who are fans of an author 

in the same genre as yours.” Grant adds that “online ads are probably a lot cheaper than 

many authors might realize. You can get a great, really targeted ad on Facebook for ten 

dollars. How many books do you have to sell to cover that cost? Not many. It can be a re-

ally good bang for the buck.” Sims shares Grant’s view: “Paid advertising is a much more 

straightforward way to sell than trying to be everybody’s friend on social media.” 

In a similar vein, authors can pay for professional book reviews via sites such as 

Kirkus Indie. For $425 to $575, an author can obtain an unbiased, concise review of their 

book, which they can then decide if they want to publish on KirkusReviews.com, where it 

can be discovered by consumers, publishers, agents, and others in the industry. Reviews 

can also be solicited via Amazon and Goodreads, which Munteanu says “have provided 

excellent validation” for her work. She labels this “seal of approval by a grass roots reader-

ship as a critical part of the selling process and worth spending considerable time in ac-

quiring.” Her logic? “Reviews recommend your work; they are the last step in the selling 

process.” And, she stresses, “reviews guarantee your product,” noting that “we have seen 

a shi>  from a reliance on reviews from professional reviewers to the general readership—

right on the bookseller site.” 

StaM und says those authors looking for solid publicity should consider hiring a publi-

cist. 8 ough o> en expensive, “it’s worth the investment when you’re working with a repu-

table @ rm [that has] developed longstanding relationships with all the ‘movers and shak-

ers’ in the media,” and knows how to format news stories that tie you and your book into 

current events. Attracting television, radio, and newspaper interviews from the main-

stream media creates “a heightened interest in the author, which should boost sales much 

like advertising does,” she says.

CREATING ORDER OUT OF CYBER CHAOS

But how does an author organize all this digital activity, especially before publication 

day? Misri says to use a calendar, marking down the date of publication and then back-

tracking to add all physical and virtual plans. For example, if a book launch is sched-

uled the same week as your book’s release, she says to “make sure you’re creating con-

tent for your blog and images that can be easily shared all over the Internet, promoting 
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your launch.” If you’re self-publishing, “get some beta readers to write early reviews on 

Goodreads and run an online contest to amp up the buzz, where you give away a copy of 

the book.” 8 ese cross-promotional e? orts create strong interest for your book, and if you 

schedule your digital giveaway before your publication date, Goodreads will let contest 

entrants know when your book is published. Misri also says to “mark major holidays and 

come up with ways to feature your books and characters in blogs and social media posts.” 

Weiland is all about a master plan, too: “Know what you’re going to say and why.” 

She likes to break down her social media schedule into di? erent subjects and then brain-

storms interesting things to share in each category that relate to her audience. “8 is 

makes it so much easier than just sitting down at the computer, trying to come up with a 

random Facebook status people will actually care about.”

Still pondering taking the plunge into the digital marketing and promoting pool? 

“8 ink of how much time and toil you put into creating your book, then how much you 

put into @ nding the right publisher,” says Lamb. “You’ve attained a mountain summit, 

and you don’t want to suddenly plunge downhill by seeing your book fail to sell many 

copies. You want to do all you can to support its rise up a higher mountain.” So regard-

less of the digital marketing and promotional roads you take for your @ ction, Morgan 

says regular posting is important, as is o? ering information that’s not available elsewhere. 

8 ese exclusive elements could include “cover reveals, notes about characters, back-

ground information about the book … any extras that make followers feel connected to 

the author.” Munteanu advises to use the social media sites “that suit you best, because 

these are more likely to be successful for you—if only because you are more likely to per-

sist with them and use them pro@ ciently.” Weiland stresses that it’s all about having fun: 

“Don’t let marketing be a chore; embrace it as a challenge. Your audience will sense that at-

titude and respond to it.” 

GRASS ROOTS MARKETING AND PUBLICITY

StaM und believes marketing and selling are “a marathon, not a sprint.” 8 us “the more an 

author or publisher does to promote a book on a consistent basis, the better—using both 

traditional and online techniques combined.” So while social media is o> en the most suc-

cessful route to take for author exposure, there are myriad other ways to get your book 

and brand “out there” that shouldn’t be dismissed. 

First, don’t write o?  the promotional power of your local library. Wiese Sneyd cred-

its libraries for stepping up to @ ll the void le>  by bookstores, and many now regularly host 

book signings and promote events through their newsletters and websites. And, she says, 

“8 e local media is more likely to pick up a story about an author featured at a public li-

brary because the library is a community venue.” Like Wiese Sneyd, Courage encourages 

authors to introduce themselves to local booksellers and librarians to see if there are any 
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opportunities to connect with local readers. “You might be surprised at the networks you 

uncover,” he says. 

Kevin Morgan Watson, publisher and editor in chief of Press 53 in North Carolina, 

says that as a small-press publisher, he’s always “on the lookout for bookstores with well-

cultivated poetry and short @ ction sections” because “these stores seem to always have an 

active sta?  in touch with the local reading and writing communities, which gives them 

an edge over online booksellers.” His advice to authors publishing with small presses? 

“Get out there and meet your readers through readings, conferences, and festivals. Social 

media is overcrowded and extremely loud, so it’s dis  cult to get the word out to a large au-

dience.” Taylor agrees, adding that “events like festivals provide an opportunity for audi-

ences to connect directly with authors. 8 ey are becoming more important as a market-

ing tool.” 

Morgan Watson also suggests collecting e-mail addresses at events and sending 

thank-you-for-attending notes, later letting attendees know about your next book or next 

tour, even if it is not in their area—“8 ey probably have friends all around the country.” 

He also suggests writing some shorter pieces to place in magazines and journals. “It’s like 

free advertising and will connect you with other writers, editors, and more readers, who 

will all become your support team later, when your book is published.”

Wiese Sneyd reminds authors to submit their work to book award competitions and 

contests for increased exposure. And Morgan says covering what she calls “the basics” 

is essential: using a professional author photo, keeping bookmarks and business cards 

handy, and seeking professional coaching in preparing for radio and television inter-

views or speaking engagements. Taylor believes authors also “have to @ nd the second-

ary markets for their books and expand upon those to reach customers directly.” He 

says, for example, if a book has a niche market, a trade show or a farmers’ market may 

be suitable venues. 

Both Taylor and Courage stress the importance of joining or connecting with local 

writing organizations, groups, and book clubs, which usually hold readings and other 

networking events. “Authors are o> en the best readers. Getting other authors to read your 

work also helps to promote it,” says Taylor. However, says Courage, “Ultimately, you’ll 

want to branch out and reach a wider readership online, but it may be more rewarding to 

create a solid local foundation for your author platform @ rst, if possible.”

THE LAST WORD

“I still believe, and will always believe, that the best way to engage a new audience and sell 

books is to write a great book that people want to read and talk about. 8 at’s the writer’s 

@ rst and biggest priority,” says Cole. A> er that, adds Green, authors need to grasp that 

“the world is becoming more and more driven to their phones and social media,” so “all 
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authors need to start getting creative with how we tell stories. Modern literacy is about 

more than the written word.” But, cautions Kyle, realize that marketing and promot-

ing via social media is “a mixed blessing; we love the one-on-one intimacy that it gives us 

with readers, but keeping current can be a massive time suck—time away from writing.” 

Sims concurs: “If you try to jump on every marketing and promo bandwagon, you 

will cut your throat.” She maintains that authors educate themselves on what’s available 

and then make choices. “Commit to doing a couple of things well, see how it goes, and 

then change things up in response to your data, or add things if you feel you can.” Munte-

anu summarizes it this way: “A strong belief in your project is the ultimate goal, and with 

it will naturally come success. We generally @ nd it much easier to sell something we be-

lieve in than to sell ourselves—an idea, a conviction, a brand. 8 is is really at the heart of 

selling yourself and your brand.” And, she asserts, “Nothing is more attractive than dem-

onstrated enthusiasm and passion for something. Communicating from the heart will go 

a long way in gathering a genuine audience.”
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